NORTHCOUNTRY MASTER GARDENER VOLUNTEERS
ANNUAL PLANT SALE 2019
TOMATOES
NAME
Amish Paste
Beefsteak
Blondkopfchen
Brandywine
Chef's Choice Orange
Cherokee Purple
Czech Stupice
(Stu-peach-ka)

DESCRIPTION

COLOR

Indeterminate heirloom plum tomato. Slightly irregular plum-to strawberry shaped
fruits avg. 8-12 oz. with excellent flavor.
Indeterminate. Very large, ribbed bright scarlet fruits weigh up to 2 lbs. Excellent
slicer.
Indeterminate. These huge plants produce hundreds of tiny, half inch round, deep
gold-colored tomatoes that are bursting with intense sweetness.
Indeterminate. A potato-leaf heirloom with smooth, creamy, almost buttery texture,
and harmonious sweet flavor. The fruits of this potato-leaf heirloom are rich red with a
slight orange undertone and weigh an average of 8-12 oz.
F1 hybrid orange heirloom tomato. Bright, almost neon, internal color and superior
flesh taste and texture for an early maturing orange tomato. Excellent for soups and
sauces. Disease resistant.
Indeterminate, 12-16 oz. dark pink-purple fruits have an excellent complex flavor,
slightly sweet aftertaste, perfect for slicing.
Determinate. May be our earliest tomato. Red, mid-sized. Good flavor, productive.
Developed in Eastern Europe. (Former Czechoslovakia) Very reliable producer.
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Early Girl

Indeterminate, 4-6 oz. fruit with the old-fashioned tangy tomato taste. Plants are
heavy bearing and vigorous with great resistance to verticillium wilt.

German Johnson

Indeterminate, 12-24 oz. tomatoes with smooth tops, good for slicing & canning with
few seeds. Very productive and fairly resistant to disease.
Deep red, shiny grape tomato sized fruit. Typically 12–18 fruits per cluster. Delicious,
rich tomato flavor for salads, great salsa, and fresh pasta sauce. Good crack
resistance, vine storage, and shelf life. Indeterminate, resistance to early blight and
late blight. AAS winner. Indeterminate. Avg. 10,400 seeds/oz. Packet: 15 seeds.
Determinate. A very impressive variety that is extremely productive and disease free.
Totally free of blossom end rot. The dark red fruit are 3-4 oz and produced in clusters
and are perfect for paste, sauce or salsa. Highly recommended.
Indeterminate. Hundreds of ½-¾" dark red cherry tomatoes on each plant. Huge
tomato flavor for such small fruits. Great for salads or selling in pints. Plants produce
throughout the entire growing season.
Indeterminate hybrid. AAS winner 2017 – Vining habit bears heavily all summer.
Grows in clusters of 4-8 grape tomato-sized fruit. High in antioxidants.
F-1 hybrid, determinate, grape tomato sized. Disease resistant, large yields.

Juliet

Martino's Roma
Mexico Midget
Midnight Snack
Patio Choice Yellow,
Container
Polish Opalka

Indeterminate, 4-6” long paste plum tomatoes. These odd looking fruits are packed
with great tomato taste. Ideal for salsa and sauces.

San Marzano
Sungold

Indeterminate, plum paste tomato variety. The fruits are thin and pointy in shape and
have few seeds. A great paste tomato with a bright red color and heavy walls...great
for sauce and ketchup.
Indeterminate. F-1 hybrid Exceptionally sweet, bright tangerine-orange cherry
tomatoes. Vigorous plants start yielding early and bear right through the season.
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Sweet Valentine
Container

Determinte, F-1 hybrid. Well-branched determinate patio-type tomato with heartshaped fruit and a very compact self-mounding or cascading plant habit. This unique
plant stays compact (12-16 in.) in height and produces tasty fruits borne in
abundance.
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Yugo Pink

Indeterminate, regular-leaf tomato plants that yield large amounts of extra-large,
1-2 lb., slightly flattened, pink beefsteak tomatoes that are full-flavored, deliciously
juicy. Crack-resistant tomato variety.
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A publication from UW-Extension on growing tomatoes, peppers and eggplants in Wisconsin can be found online at:
https://learningstore.uwex.edu/assets/pdfs/a3687.pdf

